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**Plenary sessions**

Hon Robert Maclellan
Opening address

Graeme Davison
The great Australian sprawl

Patrick Troy
Social aspects of urban consolidation

Tony Sabino, Delfin Property Group
Barry Young, Keys Young Architects
Rod Fehring, Urban Land Authority (Vic)
Fringe development and landscape impact: ‘concerts in cul-de-sac’

Chris Maher
Urban consolidation in the context of contemporary development trends

Margo Huxley
Gentrification, densification and the inner city: some thoughts on the personal, the political and the policies

**Concurrent sessions**

Sheridan Burke
New conservation tools? A temporary museum and dual occupancy development. A case study in Castlecrag, Sydney by the Historic Houses Trust of NSW

Donald Dunbar
Urban consolidation: public flats of the 1920s and 1980s

David Jones
The emeralds of Adelaide: impacts and dilemmas of growth and change upon Adelaide’s parklands

Susan Marsden
The development of Australia’s capital city centres since World War II: identifying the main historical themes

Warwick Mayne-Wilson
Issues in determining curtilages for heritage places

Don Newman
The impact of urban consolidation on heritage areas: a WA rural town perspective
Rosemary Rosario
The case for the conservation of Guilford

Jan Schapper
Urban consolidation and landscape heritage

Ken Taylor
Urban consolidation, community heritage values: ideologies in conflict?

Garry White
Approaches to safeguarding heritage in the context of urban consolidation policy reform

John White
A grass roots approach to urban consolidation: conservation and design policies

Alan Willingham
Brunswick Street Fitzroy and the signs of the times